Full Version of Navigation
System VW RNS510 for Western
Europe V9 CD 7918

Volkswagen – Car Navigation Systems in Western Europe RNS510
v9 CD 7918 + DVD Maps
The latest development of navigation systems from Volkswagen
company, serves to improve comfort of the driver at a trip
In order for a navigation system always pointed correct route
to your destination, you should regularly update the road maps
Volkswagen genuine traveler DVDs for Western and Eastern
Europe V8 contain all the necessary information. Embedded
navigation system indicates the destination path through the
main menu.
Regular updates designed to improve the radio navigation
system RNS 510. Drivers using the RNS 510, enjoing the ride

and geting additional information: the road map all the roads
of Europe and the new bypasses, as well as addresses of
service stations, restaurants, hotels, pharmacies, and much
more.
The updated version for Western Europe includes information on
26 countries, more than eight million kilometers of roads and
more than two million points of interest along the way. In
turn, the DVD version of Eastern Europe covers 33 countries,
more than five million kilometers of roads and more than one
million points of interest.
The Volkswagen Genuine navigation DVDs of Western and Eastern
Europe for the V8 Volkswagen Genuine radio navigation system,
RNS 510, are now available from all Volkswagen partners in the
Internet shops only for German customers.
For our regular customers in the past year, Volkswagen has
launched iPod adapter for iPods with the latest generation of
Volkswagen Genuine car radio or radio-navigation systems,
which are then used for control or audio.
System Requirements: RNS-510 B, C. Including all.
The territory coverage:
AD,AT,BE,CH,CZ,DE,DK,ES,FI,FR,GB,GI,GR,HU,IE,IT,LI
,LU,MC,NL,NO,PL,PT,SE,SK,SM,VA
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